I. INTRODUCTION It has recently been observed by Gribov' that in non-Abelian gauge theories, in contrast with Abelian theories, standard gauge-fixing conditions of the form F'[A'"(x)] = 0, (1.1) where A'"(x) is the gauge field, fail to uniquely specify the gauge. For example, in the Coulomb or Landau gauge one can find a continuous multiplicity of fields '~A'"all related by finite gauge transformations g which satisfy +' [~A "(x) ] =0.
In the quantum theory this gauge-fixing degeneracy is dangerous because the gauge degrees of freedom are not to be quantized and must be completely removed. Usually, the gauge-fixing condition is thought to specify uniquely the field for canonical quantization and to ensure that gauge-equivalent field configurations are not counted separately in the path-integral formalism. The observation of a gauge-fixing degeneracy implies that the naive canonical procedure fails and that the usual Faddeev-Popov' prescription for the path integral is incomplete at least in the Coulomb and Landau gauges.
The Feynman rules for the perturbative expansion of the amplitudes are insensitive to the behavior of the theory under finite gauge transformations. Moreover, it is known that non-Abelian gauge theories are not Borel summable' and that the perturbative expansion is not the complete sos;A';(x) = 0.
( 1.2)
The gauge-fixing degeneracies associated with the Coulomb gauge have been studied by Gribov' in terms of the "pendulum equation" which is also discussed by Wadia and =5' 5'(x -y).
ID contrast with the Abelian gauge theory, this Green's function depends on the field strength A';. In what follows we assume that under infinitesimal gauge transfoimations the gauge is uniquely specified by the gauge-fixing condition (2.3). This is equivalent to assuming that there are no normalizable zero eigenvalues in the spectrum of the operator Z(x) = =, ' F'""F'"" and F'""is given by (1.3). The action 2 is invariant under local gauge transformations U(g):
(This condition may, as we will discuss, fail to a.ctua. lly fix the gauge. ) Equation (2.3) defines a "hypersurface" on the manifold of. fields A"(see The starting point is to consider a gauge-fixing condition of the form 
where V'n satisfies (3.5)
and the eigenfunctions are normalized and complete according to 
A. ; '=UA;U '+iUB)U ', (3.14) where U is the gauge transformation. and reguiarity at r = 0 requires that (3.21) substituting this into (3.5), and using (3.9) and (3.10), the d c integration can be done. We obtain
The result of our calculation will be to show that (3.12) n(0) =nv . satisfying the boundary conditions n(-~) = nv and (3.22). The potential energy of the pendulum is V(n) =-2 sin n(t)[1-f(t)] (see Fig. 2 ).
For simplicity, we first consider the case f(t) = constant. Note that if f &1 gravity points downward and if f & 1 gravity points upward (see Fig. 2 Fig. 4 where C is a normalization constant to be determined. In the classically allowed region I, y oscillates:
In the turning-point region II about A y(x) is given in terms of an Airy function that smoothly interpolates between y, and y, "'. showing the features of the WEB analysis: the accmn. -ulation of levels at E"=0, the classically allowed and forbidden r egions, the turning points, and the stationaryphas e point.
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The sin' factor oscillates rapidly in the integration interval when n is large so we may approximate it by its average value 2. Also, we may insert a lower limit of integration 8 above which V(r)
--y/r':
Performing the angular integrations we obtain Now we return to (3.45) Fig. 4 ). Note also that by virtue of (3.48),
Therefore, using (3.47) we have for each stationary point r"a contribution to (3.48} of the form 
